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\textbf{ABSTRACT}

Historians have long engaged in a spirited discussion as to explaining the factors that brought about the end of the Cold War. The literature that focuses on the role played by US President Ronald Reagan’s administration has been vehemently contested. Much of this literature, whether supportive or critical of the president’s role, is divided on whether the president actually created and pursued a grand strategy. Moreover, much of the literature, fails to stipulate what a grand strategy actually is conflating planning, actions, and goals. Informed by political science this article delineates between the various types of grand strategy and in doing so postulates that President Reagan did establish a grand plan. By drawing upon recently declassified materials and engaging more keenly the interconnections between domestic political considerations and national security factors this article sheds new light on how the president’s grand strategy came into being. As argued below, Reagan’s grand strategy was as much a product of internal bureaucratic politics and reflected broader internal domestic political pressures as much as it was predicated upon Reagan’s reading of the international strategic situation which confronted the United States. This work therefore builds upon the wider historiographical interpretation which champions the primacy of domestic politics in better understanding the driving forces behind US grand strategy.

\textbf{Introduction}

On 8 June 1982 US President Ronald Reagan spoke at the Palace of Westminster before an assembled audience of British politicians and dignitaries. The speech was laced with the humour now typical of the president’s public discourse as well as to references to Sir Winston Churchill’s wise leadership during the Second World War. Most importantly, Reagan outlined his vision of a post-Cold War world which would see the destruction of the Marxist-Leninist system. With a colourful turn of phrase, the president predicted how ‘the march of freedom and democracy which will leave Marxism-Leninism on the ash-heap of history as it has left other tyrannies which stifle the freedom and muzzle the self-expression of the people’.\textsuperscript{1} History would demonstrate that his confidence was well placed. Yet, how would this lofty ambition be achieved? Reagan’s answer
was to exploit the superior dynamism of the western economic system so as to build a preponderance of military strength. In turn this would allow the United States to negotiate from a position of strength with the Soviet Union so as to bring about favourable agreements. As Reagan claimed in his address ‘Our military strength is a prerequisite to peace.’ As such, the president requested that the other major NATO members more fully contribute to the alliance’s security needs. Furthermore, a strong ideological focus was required so as to convince the world’s non-aligned states and peoples that the western form of civilization was superior to that offered by Communism. As Reagan claimed, it would not be ‘bombs and rockets’ that would determine the outcome of this historical clash but rather it would be decided by a ‘test of wills and ideas.’ The president’s Westminster address was therefore both a figurative and literal call to arms. Writing in his memoirs, Reagan explained that the purpose of this speech was to show that he ‘wasn’t flirting with doomsday’ but that the western alliance should remember that it was they ‘who had the system of government that worked.’ He also recalled that the speech, was ‘probably one of the most important speeches I gave as president.’ Despite Reagan’s satisfaction with the address, it was not necessarily fully understood, even by those in his audience who could be expected to be largely sympathetic. Andrew Alexander, who was the parliamentary sketch writer for the UK’s conservative leaning Daily Mail newspaper suggested that Reagan’s speech was a simplistic one designed to appeal to the inhabitants of small-town America. This was not, therefore, an expression of a credible US grand strategy for winning the Cold War. Indeed, Reagan himself had a tendency to present his own thoughts on national security in overly simplified terms. As he remarked to Richard Allen (who would serve as his first national security adviser) in January 1977: ‘A lot of very complex things are very simple if you think them through … Keeping that in mind, my theory of the Cold War is, we win and they lose.’ We contend that this has become an unfortunate caricature of the approach adopted by Reagan and his administration.

Irrespective of whether we think Reagan’s articulation of a grand strategy for winning the Cold War was credible or not the phrase grand strategy generates a number of conceptual and empirical questions. What indeed is grand strategy? Can it exist? Is it simply just foreign policy? Is grand strategy even important in determining the outcome of serious security competition? Is it something limited to the actions of the great powers? Should grand strategy be limited to the study of nation states? Alternatively, can grand strategy be applicable to the study of businesses, lobby groups, or to even individuals? Or, perhaps, can grand strategy be detected in things other than official government documents, policy reports, economic data or military plans? As Charles Hill highlights many pertinent lessons on how to be a grand strategist can be detected throughout literature and it is only via the extensive study of literature can one be better prepared to practice grand strategy. These types of questions are at the centre of the academic and professional debate which surrounds the topic of grand strategy. As a term, grand strategy lacks conceptual clarity. Fortunately, Nina Silove has recently provided us with a neat format in which to study grand strategy. She argues that grand strategy should be divided into three parts: Grand Plans, Grand Principles, and Grand Behaviours. Grand Plans, she argues, are ‘deliberate, detailed articulations of a state’s long-term objectives’ which spell out the means required to achieve them. In contrast, a Grand Principle guides a nation’s strategic direction, be it communist or liberal internationalism. If you will, a Grand Plan is more akin to a recipe which outlines exactly what should (and should not) be included in the making of a meal. A Grand Behaviour, meanwhile, is an observable pattern of behaviour which a state engages in over time. So, in the case of the United States, one can suggest that since its founding in 1789 territorial expansionism has been one of America’s key grand behaviours.

It is important therefore to distinguish the differences between grand plans, grand principles, and grand behaviours for they are different things. For the historian it is easiest to detect grand plans as by their nature they can be located and then studied via the careful analysis of documentation. They outline what a state (ostensibly at least) is seeking to achieve in the international system and how it intends to go about achieving these ends. We have, therefore, a method
for determining whether a president did create a grand plan, how it came into being, and what were the influences and pressures in its creation. As a case in point, on 20 May 1981, Reagan signed National Security Decision Directive (NSDD) 32, which articulated eleven global objectives that would guide the national security policy of the United States. These objectives included deterring ‘military attack by the USSR and its allies against the USA;’ the ambition to ‘strengthen the influence of the USA throughout the world by strengthening existing alliances;’ and to ‘contain and reverse the expansion of Soviet control and military presence throughout the world, and to increase the costs of Soviet support and use proxy, terrorist, and subversive forces.’18 NSDD 32 lies within the purview of grand principles for they outline broad strategic goals which the United States sought to achieve. NSDD 32 is not a grand plan for it does not explain how any of these objectives are to be accomplished. Indeed, Reagan offered a similarly vague outline as to his thinking about strategy towards the Soviet Union and the Cold War in a televised campaign speech in October 1980. He outlined ‘nine specific steps … to put America on a sound, secure footing in the international arena,’ stating that he would work ‘closely with the Congress … to accomplish these steps with the support of an informed American public.’19 These steps included: ‘1. An improved policy-making structure; 2. A clear approach to East-West relations; 3. A realistic policy toward our own Hemisphere; 4. A plan to assist African and Third World development; 5. A plan to send our message abroad; 6. A realistic strategic arms reduction policy; 7. A determined effort to strengthen the quality of our armed services; 8. Combating international terrorism; 9. Restoration of a margin of safety in our defense planning.’20 In order to understand Reagan’s grand plan we need to look deeper into the archival material for it is here that we can better appreciate the president’s intentionality and the plan’s providence.

Reagan’s track record as a grand strategist has generated sustained discussion throughout the secondary literature.21 Broadly speaking there is a school of scholarship that asserts Reagan established a grand plan, resolutely enforced its constituent parts, and brought about the implosion of the Soviet Union and thereby ended the Cold War on terms so favourable to the United States that it brought about a unipolar moment in international relations not seen since the days of the Roman Empire.22 As one recent scholar has noted, ‘with the peaceful end of the Cold War, collapse of the Soviet Union, renewal of the United States, and global expansion of freedom and prosperity, Reagan’s grand strategy succeeded beyond even his imagining.’23 Such triumphant interpretations have been challenged with scholars pointing to how events inside the Soviet Union, which had little to do with Reagan’s policies, far better explain the end of the Cold War. As one analyst has written, Reagan’s policies only helped to ‘nudge a terminal patient into death.’24 More nuanced accounts which blend both the internal and external factors for the Soviet Union’s demise have also emerged.25 Others meanwhile have highlighted the humanitarian toll that elements of Reagan’s grand strategy, especially his determination to militarily confront Communism throughout the so-called ‘Third World,’ exacted on various peoples.26 All told, the ‘end of the Cold War’ discussion remains fiercely contested, much of it erroneously conflates the demise of the Soviet Union with the end of the Cold War and it is often highly partisan.

This end of the Cold War debate lies outside of the remit of this article. Rather, this article explores whether Reagan actually had a grand plan that outlined a ‘deliberate’ and ‘detailed’ roadmap for achieving his ambition of jettisoning Marxist-Leninism, and in turn, condemning the Soviet Union to the proverbial dustbin of history. This subject has received far less scholarly inquiry than the debate about the content and effect of Reagan’s ‘grand strategy.’27 As to the question of whether a Reagan grand plan existed has generated diametrically opposed conclusions. For one scholar, Reagan did not have a ‘grand strategy for winning the Cold War.’28 In contrast, Hal Brands has highlighted how the creation of National Security Decision Directive 75 in January 1983 is demonstrative that Reagan had a grand plan for it provided ‘a comprehensive, long-term vision for US policy toward Moscow.’ The intention of Reagan’s grand strategy was ‘to provide diplomatic leverage that could be used to moderate Soviet behaviour and reduce Cold
War tensions on terms favourable to the United States.' Importantly, Brands asserts Reagan's agency in crafting this grand strategy and thus refutes the popularly held notion that Reagan was somewhat of an absentee president that preferred to allow his staff to craft and conduct policy. Simon Miles similarly argues that Reagan had a grand plan which was predicated on the United States obtaining a preponderance of strength which afforded the United States a 'strategic margin of error' thus allowing the president to negotiate meaningful arms limitation agreements with Moscow. In essence, Reagan's plan was to usher in détente but on American terms.

This article broadly concurs with the fundamental conclusions reached by Brands and Miles. NSDD 75 was indeed a deliberate and detailed grand plan. However, this article differs in a number of important ways. We shed new light on how NSDD 75 came into being and, by doing so, more fully explore Reagan's thinking, the bureaucratic squabbling inside his administration, and the central contentions behind Reagan's grand plan. This article therefore presents different conclusions and accords greater weight to domestic-political factors in the policy-making process than existing studies. Reagan's grand strategy was heavily influenced by internal bureaucratic politics and broader internal domestic political pressures as much as it was predicated upon Reagan's reading of the international strategic situation which confronted the United States. Indeed, these competing influences were reflected in the president's advisory circle. Those that had served with Reagan prior to his presidency, derogatively known as the 'Reaganauts', often emphasized the domestic political importance of pursuing certain courses of action and were far more ideological in their worldview. Another group, which predominantly joined Reagan's team upon his election, emphasized more 'practical' policies which eschewed ideological purity. The former group included Edwin Meese, Richard Allen, Casper Weinberger, and William Clark, while the latter included the likes of James Baker, Alexander Haig, and Richard Darman. Michael Deaver, a long-time member of Reagan's inner circle, was somewhat of an anomaly as he often sided with the pragmatists.

In regards to dealing with Congress on matters of foreign policy, Reagan certainly faced opposition, led by Speaker Thomas P. 'Tip' O'Neill, especially on issues that the speaker was most passionate about (for instance Reagan's policy towards Central America). Importantly, even though Speaker O'Neill and Reagan were fierce rivals in politics and philosophy, they maintained a friendly and productive working relationship. Recalling his work on Capitol Hill as assistant to the president for legislative affairs, Max Friedersdorf explained, 'I always felt that we had easier time on foreign policy because the Congresses tend … to stick with the President on foreign policy, unless it's something so controversial that it becomes a really contentious issue.' Thus, O'Neill afforded Reagan political space during key moments in the Cold War, such as endorsing Reagan's deployment of the MX missile as well as publicly supporting the president's efforts at superpower rapprochement during his second term. Historians will long debate how much influence domestic political considerations had over the course of US strategic decisions. Indeed, as one author has correctly noted 'it is fruitless to debate whether domestic politics really determine international relations or the reverse.' The answer to that question is clearly, both, sometimes. The more interesting questions are 'When?' and 'How?' We concur and thus seek to utilize this case study as a means of helping to build upon the wider historiographical interpretation which champions the primacy of domestic politics in better understanding the driving forces behind US grand strategy.

**Reagan's first year in office**

Prior to the presidency, Reagan had firmly established himself as an ardent Cold Warrior who provided long rhetorical critiques on the evils of Soviet Communism and the mortal threat it posed to the United States. Reagan's critique also overlapped with his warnings about the
dangers of the increasing prevalence of the role of government in American life. Conflating advocates of the Great Society and increasing government programmes with the dangers of, and inability of such advocates to oppose, communism, he positioned Barry Goldwater’s 1964 conservative movement as the natural successors of the nation’s Founding Fathers:

A government can’t control the economy without controlling people. And they know when a government sets out to do that, it must use force and coercion to achieve its purpose. They also knew, those Founding Fathers, that outside of its legitimate functions, government does nothing as well or as economically as the private sector of the economy.\(^{38}\)

Reagan’s rhetoric was remarkably consistent in articulating that the United States needed to increase its strength so as to better confront the Kremlin. Whilst Reagan had been supportive of President Nixon’s strategy of détente, by the time he chose to run against the Republican incumbent president Gerald Ford in 1976 he had firmly established himself as a leading critic of the president’s strategy. As Reagan argued, ‘Washington is dropping the word détente, but keeping the policy. But whatever it’s called, the policy is what’s at fault.’\(^{39}\) In the 1980 Republican presidential contest Reagan cemented this impression as an arch-Cold warrior attacking President Carter’s handling of American foreign relations.\(^{40}\) Reagan crusaded against the Carter administrations supposed lack of effort in preventing the Soviet Union’s expansion into Afghanistan, Africa, and Latin America. As Reagan claimed, ‘in the face of declining American power, the Soviets and their friends are advancing.’ He criticized the US for living too long with what Reagan termed the ‘Vietnam Syndrome’ – the reluctance to fight wars so as to combat communist expansion. For Reagan, Vietnam had been a ‘noble cause’ that was lost because the American government (Congress) was ‘afraid to let’ the American military ‘win.’\(^{41}\) Reagan explained that if he were president he would instigate a serious military build-up which would better enable the United States to resist Soviet expansionism. His stunning election victory in November 1980 – whereby Carter conceded defeat even before voting had closed in California – offered him the opportunity to translate this rhetoric into action.

Once in office, Reagan’s rhetorical barrage against Moscow continued. Indeed, the public pronouncements of President Reagan remained remarkably consistent with those made by candidate-Reagan. Thus, during his first presidential news conference, Reagan reiterated his earlier belief that détente had ‘been a one way street’ and that the Soviet leadership was prepared to ‘commit any crime’ in order to achieve their ambition of creating a unified global communist state.\(^{42}\) Other senior officials within the administration mimicked the president’s public pronouncements. Alexander Haig, for instance, was pulling no punches in his first public address following his confirmation as Secretary of State.\(^{43}\)

The president’s words were followed by action as his first budget brought defense expenditure up to over five percent of Gross Domestic Product for the first time since the end of the Vietnam War. The $213 billion defense appropriation for 1982 took spending as a percentage of GDP to six and a half percent, the highest level since 1971 when American forces were engaged in heavy fighting inside Vietnam. Reagan’s 1983 budget would reach $260 billion. As Reagan outlined, this was needed because ‘United States forces must be strengthened so that they are ready and able to meet the Soviet challenge.’\(^{44}\)

All told, the US defense budget would double, once adjusted for inflation, during Reagan’s presidency.\(^{45}\) Stronger diplomacy supplemented this as Washington informed Moscow that little hope for agreeing a new strategic arms limitation agreement existed whilst Soviet forces remained in Afghanistan.\(^{46}\) Reagan was therefore linking Soviet withdrawal from Afghanistan as a prerequisite for reducing strategic armaments. Yet, just as significantly, the president’s rhetorical assault sought to achieve broader objectives, not least in relation to the domestic realm. Reagan’s rhetoric was designed to bolster American public support for fighting a more vigorous Cold War following the travails of the Vietnam War, the energy crisis, and the recent humiliating hostage situation in Iran. Coupled to this, he sought to encourage Soviet dissidents by attacking the
morality of the Soviet system as well as seeking to delegitimize the Soviet Union throughout the wider international community by refusing to accept that the American and Soviet systems were morally equivalent. Reagan's rhetoric was not primarily designed to shore up his conservative support in the United States (though this side-effect was highly desirable). Indeed, even if this was the case, ensuring sufficient domestic political support given the American system of government is a prerequisite for any successful grand strategy. Reagan, after all, was fully conscious of this fact given he had defeated Carter in the 1980 presidential election where he had consistently attacked the president's détente grand strategy. The president therefore rightly believed his rhetoric served as a useful component in his overall grand strategy. Reagan believed in both the moral superiority of the American system and the innate evil of the Soviet Union. Yet, Reagan also realized (as did his national security team) that his public oratory could help rebalance the Cold War contest in America's favour by highlighting the moral strengths and weaknesses of the two systems and thus helping to win international support both for the United States and turn international opinion against Moscow. In essence, Reagan was looking to better exploit America's considerable soft power to its advantage.

Soft power, however, would not be the primary method in which the United States would wage Cold War in the Third World. In January 1981 a joint intelligence report claimed that Moscow no longer respected America's informal sphere of influence throughout the Caribbean. This fact explained why the Kremlin was escalating its assistance for the Nicaraguan Sandinistas and would look to do likewise with other revolutionary groups throughout Latin America. Reagan's closest advisers, and presumably the president also, believed that the Third World was where the Soviet Union would be the most aggressive in advancing its interests. Accordingly, Reagan agreed that a response in kind was required. An emergent strategy was developed whereby the United States would provide military and logistical support for guerrilla forces fighting communism (or communist supported governments) in a litany of areas including Nicaragua, Angola, and Afghanistan. The overarching strategic goal was an offensive one for it sort to roll back communism by the toppling of communist regimes in Nicaragua and Angola. It was intolerable to the Reagan administration that there would be another Cuba – a stable communist regime in America's sphere of influence.

In relation to Afghanistan the goal was less ambitious. Instead, US strategy focused on trying to 'bleed' the Soviet forces currently engaged in fighting rebel forces throughout the country so as to make maintaining Moscow's presence in the country as costly as possible. One cannot help but detect that Reagan's Afghan strategy had more than a hint of Soviet strategy during America's long war inside Indochina. As Haig articulated at the time, 'vengeance' and 'teaching historical lessons' were the motivating factors behind US Afghan policy. As Haig explained: 'The point of this exercise, apart from its rhetorical value, was to show the Soviets that we think historically and keep a long memory. They stuck it right in our eye back then and we should not miss an opportunity to return the favor.'

While elements of a grand plan were coming to fruition with regards to Afghanistan and Latin America, bureaucratic infighting and confusion about Soviet aims, and how best to counter them, continued to hamper proceedings. The president made clear in the first National Security Council that having campaigned 'to implement a new foreign policy and restore the margin of safety' he would utilise the NSC for guidance but he would be the one to 'make the decisions', adding that Allen placed 'a premium on good management'. However, initial appointments of key personal proved to be a hostage to fortune. President Nixon successfully campaigned for Haig to be appointed Secretary of State. Mike Deaver, who became Reagan's deputy chief of staff, succeeded in lobbying for Jim Baker to be appointed Chief of Staff as a means to limit the influence of Ed Meese (who became special counsellor to the president). A general lack of trust towards Haig, an outsider among the Reaganauts and because of his association with the Nixon administration and its détente policies, meant that William P. Clark, who had served as then Governor Reagan's chief-of-staff, was appointed Deputy Secretary of State to mitigate against
Reagan's domestic policy proved to be successfully managed by the ‘troika’ of Baker, Deaver and Meese but for the first year of his administration, Reagan's agenda for foreign affairs was subject to a turf war between Haig and others, especially the US Defense Secretary, Casper Weinberger.

As he forewarned at the first NSC, Reagan essentially allowed these feuds to evolve, and in turn, made the decisions. Baker recalled that the president was pragmatic, regularly telling his chief of staff: 'Jim, I’d rather get 80% or 60% of what I want, than go over the cliff with my flag flying.' Noting the tensions within the administration, Baker credits Reagan's deftness in how he engaged with his staff. The president recognised that ‘the true believers didn’t want to hear how he was willing to take most of what he sought in policymaking, but didn’t say that out loud much.’ For Baker, Reagan heard ‘a lot of different views, and he made the decisions.’

Nonetheless, despite mutual suspicion with his colleagues, Haig had been appointed as Reagan's first secretary of state and he was determined to influence US foreign policy. As Lawrence Eagleburger, then serving in the State Department, advised his boss, the United States needed 'a game plan to manage our relations with the Soviets' so as to avoid having to consistently react to Soviet initiatives. That such advice was offered was hardly suggestive that the administration was following a deliberate and detailed grand plan. Still, Eagleburger did spell out that in spite of the on-going infighting between the ‘radical’ and ‘moderate’ elements within the administration (the former being led by Allen and Weinberger and the latter headed by Haig), they all agreed to basic principles about the threat posed by the Soviet Union and what American aims should be. As Eagleburger explained, 'We want to establish a relationship based on much greater Soviet acceptance of reciprocity and restraint.'

By March 1981 a degree of clarity had emerged. First, as agreed at an Interagency Coordinating Committee, the ‘key element in ensuring Soviet restraint was to restore a worldwide military balance.’ Second, the 1972 Agreement of Principles agreed to between Nixon and Brezhnev would continue to provide ‘a code of conduct’ for the two superpowers. Where Reagan's approach would differ from previous administrations would be in more forcefully ensuring Moscow adhered to the terms of the Agreement of Principles. Third, no aspect of US-Soviet relations was to be conducted in isolation. ‘Linkage’ as embodied in the Nixon-Kissinger approach to grand strategy was to remain. As such, summitry and arms control negotiations with the Soviet Union were to be placed on hiatus until Washington was satisfied that a more restrained Soviet grand strategy – so one that was not explicitly seeking the advancement of global communism – was being pursued. As Haig put it in conversation with the Soviet Union's Ambassador to Washington, Anatoly Dobrynin, there would be no progress on arms control until the Kremlin ‘demonstrated better behaviour.’ Fourth, a sustained effort at rollback in the Third World was to be undertaken.

As early as March 1981 it was apparent that Reagan had fashioned together the semblance of a grand plan. Tellingly, this plan strongly reflected key elements of the Nixon-Kissinger détente grand strategy. The enduring legacy of the Nixon-Kissinger linkage approach to international affairs was much in evidence in the ‘new’ Reagan grand strategy. Yet the tactics of détente were being altered for new ones. Whilst attempting to rollback communist influence in the Third World hardly set Reagan apart from Nixon, his policy of a sustained arms build-up clearly did. More pronounced was Reagan rejection of President Carter's human rights grand strategy which was effectively jettisoned. As Reagan made clear during a meeting of his National Security Council, the United States needed to reverse President Carter’s efforts at bringing ‘down governments in the name of human rights.’ As he further explained, the United States should not be throwing ‘out our friends just because they can’t pass the ‘saliva test’ on human rights.’ Rather, increased aid, be it economic, political, or military, should be provided to regimes that were anti-communist irrespective of their broader human rights record.

Angola, Central America, and Afghanistan would be the focus of this more assertive American challenge to Soviet influence. With regards to Angola, Reagan would seek to repeal the Clark
Amendment which currently prevented the United States supporting any belligerents in the Angolan Civil War. Reagan wanted to resurrect the Ford administration’s support for anti-MPLA (People’s Movement for the Liberation of Angola) forces in the country and topple the existing leftist MPLA government which, even though it received substantial support from Cuba and to a lesser extent the Soviet Union, was recognized as Angola’s legitimate government by the broader international community, including the United States government. Irrespective of whether the MPLA could be toppled, Reagan believed resistance in Angola served a broader purpose for it would send a message to Havana that it had to pay an ‘entry price’ for supporting revolutionary movements. Reagan’s Angolan policies were as much directed at Cuba and Latin America as they were at Africa and the Soviet Union.

Elements of a grand plan had developed but important parts remained undecided. Perhaps no more significant was the economic policies that the United States would take vis-à-vis the Soviet Union. By 1980 it was evident that the drop in commodity prices, especially that of oil, was starting to hurt the Soviet economy. Coupled to this, existing economic sanctions implemented against Moscow following the invasion of Afghanistan in December 1979 were starting to bite. Unlike his immediate predecessors, Reagan inherited a situation whereby the Soviet Union’s economic weaknesses were both more pronounced and readily observable to outsiders. Indeed, there existed an accurate consensus within the American intelligence community that the Soviet economy was struggling and that the Kremlin could only sustain its current military build-up by relying on importing western technology and food. Richard Allen, the president’s national security advisor, emphasized the point as he informed Reagan that ‘startling evidence’ revealed the extent of Soviet economic distress. There existed a growing sense that the United States could exploit these economic vulnerabilities to induce a less hostile Soviet foreign policy.

Yet, economic sanctions were not a painless weapon, either economically or in electoral terms, for they hurt important US domestic interests. Farmers in particular had suffered from the grain export embargo placed on the Soviet Union in 1980 and thus heavily supported Reagan and the Republican Party in that year’s election. Domestic political pressure from the Senate, especially from Senators representing states with strong agricultural interests, therefore came to bear on Reagan to reverse the grain export embargo. Reagan was fully cognizant of this pressure given the number of meetings he held with interested Senators.

Reagan had been a vehement supporter of imposing sweeping sanctions against Moscow when he was campaigning for the presidency in 1980. Now, as president, Reagan decided, largely for domestic political calculations, to have a rethink and would ultimately choose to lift the grain export embargo. In essence, the president had opted to promote his own domestic-political interests over any broader strategic benefits that the grain embargo afforded the United States. He had told farmers in September 1980 while campaigning in Iowa, a major agricultural state, that he saw the grain embargo as ‘grandstanding at your expense, and that’s why I was opposed and am opposed’ to Carter’s policy. The president’s national security advisors were nonplussed for, as they argued, weakening the pressure applied against the Soviet Union contradicted the central tenets of Reagan’s emergent grand strategy for fighting the Cold War. Religious groups also lobbied the president against the lifting of sanctions. Irrespective of such arguments the president announced in April 1981 that the grain embargo would be lifted. Clearly then the president’s pursuit of a coherent grand strategy was being complicated by the winds of domestic politics – although, as discussed below, he was prepared to anger his international allies when his strategy harmed their domestic interests.

**An emergent plan**

For all of Reagan’s rhetoric about wanting to obtain a preponderance of military strength, his first defense budget did not provide funding for the United States to violate the nuclear provisions
in the still un-ratified SALT II Treaty (this was negotiated by the Carter administration). Among Reagan's team, the subject of strategic nuclear weapons policy remained hotly contested. Importantly the president was of the belief that the Soviet Union would violate any treaty so as to obtain a strategic advantage. It was this mind-set that would influence the president's arms control policies during his first term in office. Haig requested that a new interagency planning document to outline the contours of US strategy towards the Soviet Union therefore be created. The main assumption that would inform this plan was that the US-Soviet relationship was 'entering a new and dangerous phase during the coming decade, independent of any major US policy changes.' This policy was to reflect four important elements. First, that US-Soviet competition reflected a 'fundamental and enduring conflicts of interests, purpose and outlook.' Second, that the United States needed to move away from its 'passive post-Vietnam foreign policy' and be far more assertive in its leadership of the western alliance so as to compete more effectively with the Kremlin. Third, that this competition between Moscow and Washington would see the United States at a distinct disadvantage in the near term as the Soviet Union had obtained a significant military edge in the previous decade. Fourth, that 'some degree of cooperation with Moscow' was both possible and desirable for it would help to 'sustain a consensus both at home and abroad in favor of a more competitive posture.' Coupled to these broad assumptions was a belief that the Soviet Union possessed a critical strategic edge in nuclear weaponry and that the Third World was the area most likely where Moscow would seek aggrandisement. China and other Asian-Pacific states would therefore be useful in helping to balance against Moscow for they would ensure that the Kremlin would have to reinforce its eastern flank as well as be concerned with its western borders.

Concurrent to this planning was the idea that the United States should vigorously pursue economic sanctions against the Soviet Union. While Reagan had lifted the grain embargo against Moscow, the 'hardliners' within the administration, including Casper Weinberger (Defense Secretary), Allen (National Security Adviser), William Casey (CIA Director), Jeanne Kirkpatrick (Ambassador to the United Nations), and Richard Pipes (historian of Soviet history and member of the National Security Council), sought to implement more sweeping sanctions on the Soviet Union that touched on reducing technology transfers, limiting credit so as to prevent Moscow from purchasing the necessary technology from other sources, and trying to convince the European allies to jettison their support for the building of a new Soviet gas pipeline that could supply western European with gas. As Reagan's other advisors warned, however, American economic interests and broader alliance politics complicated matters. Officials responsible for trade and economic matters advised the president to pursue more liberal trade policies towards Moscow given the economic benefits derived for American business. Given the high unemployment rate inside the United States, this had certain obvious attractions. Haig highlighted how European allies would be reluctant to support further economic sanctions given their beneficial trading relations with Moscow. Likewise, given Europe's lack of alternative energy sources, hopes of their abandoning work on a Soviet built gas pipeline were seriously misplaced.

Reagan did not make his position known during the NSC meeting to discuss the matter. Rather, the president gave an insight into his thinking as he commented how the Soviet Union posed an equivalent threat to that of Nazi Germany in 1939. Yet, a meeting on the following day could not reach a consensus. As Reagan reflected in his diary, he and his advisors remained 'split on how hard we should go in trying to block western sales to the Soviet Union's new gas pipeline.' This diary reflection, however, was misleading. Reagan had instructed Haig, Allen, and Weinberger to 'work something out' which, importantly, leaned toward accommodating America's allies preference for continuing the liberal trading practices. This issue was discussed in Ottawa at the G7 in July 1981 where the American delegation sought agreement for a communique that would 'consult to improve the present system of controls on trade in strategic goods and technology with the USSR.' Helmut Schmidt, the West German Chancellor, was the first to raise concern highlighting that trade connections transcended the economic realm. Rather, bolstering
trade improved what he called ‘human connections’ with those in the eastern bloc of Europe. As Schmidt explained, ‘many of them [people in eastern Europe] wanted to see their connections with the West maintained and strengthened, and we should not give them the impression that we did not regard these links as important.’ Reagan’s response focused on national security. It was imperative that the G7 members were not ‘supplying the Soviet Union with goods and technology which would strengthen Russian military capability.’ Of course, even the least cynical of observers would note that American grain did not fall under such a remit. Indeed, Schmidt noted that just as the United States sold grain to the Soviet Union, West German sold ‘cheap butter and milk powder to the Soviet Union.’ He concurred with the principle of ‘control of trade in strategic goods and materials related to technology’ but foresaw any specific ‘additional measures’ as being a hostage to fortune. Agreement was reached that no G7 member should sell strategically important goods to the Soviet Union but the president could not persuade his allies to limit the sale of other non-strategic goods.89

Reagan’s hardliners may have been thwarted on limiting European sales to the Soviet Union but they had not given up on halting European assistance (especially British) with the building of a Soviet gas pipeline that would provide western European states with access to natural gas. As Jeanne Kirkpatrick warned, the pipeline would ‘tie Western Europe to the Soviet Union’ which would give Moscow valuable leverage over America’s key western European allies. As she somewhat melodramatically exclaimed, the pipeline was the equivalent of giving the Soviets the ‘the rope to hang us.’90 A meeting of the NSC was held to discuss the feasibility of curtailing European assistance with the pipeline. The president set the tone as he inquired as to ‘what pressures or incentives could [the United States] bring to bear to motivate the British to go along with our desire to block the pipeline?’91 Weinberger believed that the possibility of future defense orders with the British firm Rolls Royce could act as the necessary inducement. As he explained, ‘in the last three years, we have spent $265.3 million with Rolls Royce…It is very easy to give them other sales. Of course, we must not publicly bludgeon them, but motivating them can be done by giving them other contracts.’92

Haig alone urged that a more cautious approach be pursued. As he pointed out, and as confirmed at the G7 discussion about East-West trade, the lifting of the American grain embargo would be utilized by the European allies as a reason as to why they should maintain their current trading practices with Moscow. Essentially, if Washington could trade with Moscow, so could they. More to the point, it would be foolhardy to expect the European powers to stop building a gas pipeline which would provide them ready energy access when the United States had plentiful access to other sources of energy. As Haig summarized: ‘Let’s be frank. It will take us years to develop alternatives [of energy]. The Europeans know that. We have been working seven years on alternatives. Nothing has happened! We need to go in with something. Not because we are subservient, but because they are our Allies and we need them!’93

In a sign that Haig was steadily losing his on-going bureaucratic battle with the hardliners within the administration he found that his advice fell on deaf eyes. The president determined that the United States should pursue avenues to impede the building of the Soviet gas pipeline. An opportunity presented itself with the introduction of martial law in Poland in December 1981. Reagan called for sanctions which specifically targeted companies, such as General Electric and Caterpillar, that were involved in the sale of technology utilized in the construction of the pipeline. These proposed sanctions against Poland and the Soviet Union would also impact European companies that were involved with the pipeline. The decision by Poland’s leader, Wojciech Jaruzelski, on 12 December 1981 to intensify his crackdown against Polish dissidents, only encouraged the hardliners in their pursuit of declaring economic warfare against the Soviet Union.94 The Director of the CIA, William Casey, now advised the president that with the careful exploitation of extraterritoriality law the United States could prevent the building of the pipeline for up to three years. Importantly, this would have the additional corollary of stopping the Soviet Union from obtaining the hard currency required to purchase the technology needed to modernize its
industrial base. Haig, again, counselled caution. As he advised, causing a confrontation with the European allies over what he believed to be a peripheral issue and, more importantly, an issue which was unlikely to see the likes of West Germany, France, or Great Britain reverse policy, did not best advance American interests.95

Once again Haig was ignored. The president had taken a strong stance and desired a vigorous set of economic sanctions be imposed against Moscow. As he outlined in one meeting of the NSC, 'I’m talking total quarantine on the Soviet Union. No détente!'96 For the president the implementation of economic sanctions against the Warsaw bloc were to be intensified and thus looked to win European support for his ideas.97 Substantively. the United States wanted Bonn, Paris, and London to immediately suspend the sale of equipment to Moscow (via US subsidiaries) and to impose a moratorium on providing credit to the Soviet Union.98 British prime minister Margaret Thatcher was furious with the proposals and was typically forthright during one meeting with Alexander Haig in London in January 1982.99 As Haig reported to the president, Thatcher had raised her concerns with 'unusual vehemence.' The British prime minister argued that the western Europeans would be impacted a great deal more negatively than the United States by the proposed sanctions. She was unmoved by Haig’s explanation that the ‘perception in [the] US is that [the] allies have not done nearly enough’ and how Reagan was ‘also under criticism for being too soft on Russia and too solicitous of allied foot dragging.’ Such appeals achieved little as, all too predictably, by March 1982 all the European powers had rejected the American proposals.100

Interestingly, Thatcher had warned the White House that this would be the outcome and the issue would only serve as a cause of discontent within the western alliance. Reagan remained unperturbed and regardless of the lack of enthusiasm in European circles, the president decided to introduce a series of sanctions. The sanctions included a suspension of negotiations for grain sales; the prohibition of flights to America by Aeroflot (the Soviet airline); the postponement of existing energy, science and technology agreements; and a ban on the delivery of American high-technology products to the Soviet Union, including important equipment necessary for the building of the gas pipeline.101

Haig’s on-going bureaucratic battle saw him defeated in early 1982 as President Reagan engineered his departure and replaced him with a long-time acquaintance, George Shultz.102 A change in personalities may have been desirable but it did not alter the fact that Haig’s advice on the probability of stopping European support for Moscow’s pipeline had been correct. Indeed, prior to Haig’s departure, there was a growing realization within the hardline wing of the administration that the United States needed to do a much better job at explaining to America’s allies what the ‘end goal’ was in pursuing these firmer policies against the Soviet Union.103 The president and his team were fully cognizant of their current public policy failings and were looking to rectify them. Indeed, without sufficient support throughout the American public, Congress – and even the western alliance – there was little hope of American grand strategy being successful.

Economic sanctions
Reagan believed that the Soviet leadership viewed the world via the same cost-benefit analysis as he did.104 The president, thus, remained wedded to the idea that Moscow’s foreign policy could be muted via economic coercion. Information Reagan received throughout 1982 encouraged such thinking. He was informed that economic sanctions imposed against the Soviet Union were beginning to take effect as Moscow, now forced to cut back on its expenditure, was reducing the number of military advisors it stationed abroad. The Kremlin was reducing its funding of revolutionary movements operating throughout the Third World. Further yet, it was believed that the Soviet Bank for Foreign Trade did not have sufficient reserves to meet all of its current liabilities. As the president was informed, crime, economic malaise, and growing dissatisfaction with
the Soviet regime characterized the current political situation inside the Soviet Union. Reagan's nascent grand plan was seemingly having the desired effect.

For the hardliners, this was the opportunity to intensify the sanctions regime against Moscow. However, domestic political concerns continued to vex the president's thinking. As Reagan was aware, the sanctions applied against Moscow also inflicted a level of economic pain on the United States which in a time of particularly high unemployment was difficult to accept. Moreover, the president remained conscious that this economic pain would be for naught if both his European allies and American businesses undermined the sanctions regime by continuing to trade with the Soviet bloc. CEOs from some of the leading American companies, such as General Electric and Caterpillar, met with officials from the Reagan administration to outline their concern that current US government policies unfairly disadvantaged their businesses vis-à-vis their European and Japanese competitors. Reagan's concern for the domestic politics of his approach to the Soviet Union necessarily included the fortunes of major employers. For instance, in 1982 and 1983, Caterpillar reduced its number of employees working on export deliveries from 31,000 to 16,000, with the company accruing losses of $525 million in that same period. In a further blow for the company Caterpillar would lose its $90 million contract for its involvement in the gas pipeline following Reagan's sanctions.

In spite of these domestic political reservations and negative consequences, Reagan decided in June 1982 to maintain the current sanctions regime and opted to apply American law to American businesses operating abroad. Essentially, the president had answered the extraterritorial question by asserting that American businesses were subject to American law wherever they operated. American sovereignty would trump that of its allies. As Reagan reflected in his diary, the sanctions would remain in place because the Kremlin had not made 'the slightest move…to change their evil ways.'

Winning allied support for suspending assistance on the pipeline therefore assumed a degree of even greater importance. It is within this context that Reagan's Westminster speech must also be understood for this was amongst other things a call to the British government to revoke its pipeline support. London, however, was not prepared to yield. In advance of Thatcher's visit to the United States in June 1982, the State Department briefed the president about Thatcher's ongoing concern about the impact of the sanctions on John Brown Engineering, a British firm involved in the pipeline construction. The prime minister's position was that John Brown's pipeline contract with the Soviet Union, which was valued at $279 million, relied on rotors from General Electric, which, given the latest American sanctions could no longer supply the needed parts. As Thatcher explained, if John Brown's pipeline contract fell through it could potentially bankrupt the company which would result in the unemployment of its sizable workforce. Tellingly when Thatcher met Reagan at the White House on 23 June, the fate of John Brown received more focus than the recent British victory in the Falklands War. The president, however, refused to budge. The sanctions would remain.

Now ensconced at the State Department, George Shultz turned his attention to the growing inter-allied wrangling over sanctions. From Schultz's perspective European enthusiasm for building the gas pipeline was perturbing. As he less than diplomatically outlined in one meeting of the NSC, the 'Europeans are out of their minds to put themselves in the position of reliance on Soviet energy they are moving towards.' Out of their minds or not the European powers favoured their own parochial economic interests over broader alliance or strategic ones. Shultz and the president should not have been surprised by this. After all, they were only following the example of the Reagan administration for it remained unwilling to suspend its grain sales to Moscow. Domestic politics had again complicated the desired 'strategic' approach to waging Cold War. Transatlantic tensions surrounding the pipeline ended with the lifting of sanctions in 1983. Only one pipeline (not the originally planned two) would be built. Nonetheless, the Reagan administration ensured that there were limitations on West European
technology exports to the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{119} All told the Reagan administration had gained little for its efforts.

**Arms control**

Throughout the 1960s and 1970s Ronald Reagan had vehemently supported acquiring a strategic edge in nuclear armaments. His criticism of President Ford and Carter’s arms limitations policies had been scathing. The SALT II Treaty which Carter had negotiated had not received Senate ratification. Reagan had no intention of seeking Senate approval. Instead, during his first year in office Reagan sought to win European support for the deployment of intermediate range nuclear weapons to mainland Europe. His apparent jettisoning of the SALT II Treaty also hinted that the president intended to build-up America’s stockpile of strategic weapons.

By the end of 1981, however, Reagan gave some public hints that he in fact sought an arms limitation agreement with Moscow.\textsuperscript{120} This may have ostensibly contradicted his public rhetoric about wishing to intensify the military competition with Moscow but in fact it more accurately reflected the president’s deep-held conviction that nuclear weapons had to be abolished or, failing that, some sort of a defense mechanism, other than mutually assured destruction, had to be established to defend against them.\textsuperscript{121} Thus, during his 31 March 1982 news conference Reagan announced that he sought to find an arms limitation agreement with the Soviet Union. It was, as he told his audience, his goal is to reduce nuclear weapons dramatically, ‘assuring lasting peace and security’.\textsuperscript{122} Yet progress in finding this agreement remained illusory for it remained unclear as to how arms limitations would fit into the president’s broader strategy towards the Soviet Union. Indeed, it was at this point that Haig was providing the president with a detailed study which offered various ‘grand designs’ on American policy towards the Soviet Union.\textsuperscript{123} Haig essentially reiterated the Nixon-Kissinger line that arms control negotiations had to be linked to the overall US-Soviet relationship. This meant that Soviet restraint in other areas of the world, be it in Nicaragua, Afghanistan, or Angola, should be a pre-condition before any meaningful arms limitation settlement could be reached. Haig’s grand design ran into immediate opposition with the hardliners.\textsuperscript{124} As Pipes informed the new National Security Advisor, William P. Clark, ‘The point is that the nuclear competition and the emotionalism to which it gives rise is unlike any regional, geopolitical issue: it is sui generis. People in the free world are so afraid of the arms race and the risk of nuclear war that they are not prepared to stand up to the Russians on any regional issue...if such resistance seems to enhance the danger of nuclear war.’\textsuperscript{125}

Pipes’ analysis resonated as Clark reiterated this argument almost verbatim to the president.\textsuperscript{126} As he advised, strategic arms control negotiations should be de-coupled from the overall US-Soviet relationship because broader alliance and public opinion considerations dictated this. As Clark suggested to the president, ‘Public opinion in the West tends to believe – realistically or not is another matter – that the mere act of negotiating arms limitations between the so-called “superpowers” restrains the arms race and reduces the risk of nuclear war.’\textsuperscript{127} Negotiations with the Soviet Union were therefore essential so as to solidify both public opinion and alliance support behind the president’s wider Soviet policies. Reagan agreed with the Pipes-Clarke interpretation and subsequently dispatched a long letter to Brezhnev proposing that a new round of arms limitation talks should begin. Tellingly, Reagan went further than either Pipes or Clarke advised as he proposed to Brezhnev that a far more ambitious limitations agreement should be sought then the one negotiated with the Carter administration.\textsuperscript{128} On 9 May 1982 Reagan announced at his alma-mater, Eureka College, that he had instructed Haig to begin negotiating a new arms reductions treaty with the Soviet Union (coined START).\textsuperscript{129}

Reagan outlined both his rationale for wanting to enter into talks with the Soviet Union as well as hinting as to what the final treaty would contain. As his national security team were informed, Reagan’s ‘proposal attempts to reduce the threat of nuclear war by enhancing
deterrence and securing a stable nuclear balance.' In terms of substance, Reagan proposed that START seek a ceiling of 5000 ICBMs for both the United States and Soviet Union (which then currently stood at 7200 and 7500 respectively). This then was the president clearly explaining the strategic thinking behind his decision. Nevertheless, the one thing that was readily apparent from the history of strategic arms limitation negotiations was how fiendishly complicated the entire process was. Over the course of the next few weeks, Reagan met with his National Security Council to better determine US diplomatic tactics. NSDD 33 emerged from these talks which pronounced that a future arms limitation agreement was designed ‘to enhance deterrence and to achieve stability through significant reductions in the most destabilizing nuclear systems, ballistic missiles, and especially ICBMs.’ This agreement would further ensure that America’s ‘strategic nuclear capability’ would remain ‘sufficient to deter conflict, underwrite our national security, and meet our commitments to Allies and friends.’

Such statements, however, essentially outlined an American preferred end goal but there remained a lack of any clear roadmap on how to achieve this. Reagan did not at this stage have a grand plan for achieving this ambition. Moreover, that Reagan equated nuclear equality with numerical equivalency in warheads and launch systems suggests that he had abandoned the more nuanced approach that was taken by Nixon and Carter who had preferred a qualitative comparison. This breaking from the ‘linkage’ approach established by Nixon and Kissinger was a result of Reagan’s grand strategy being more heavily influenced by public opinion. Numerical equivalency was, and still is, something that is much more easily communicated to the electorate and Congress when trying to win their support for international agreements. Given the importance of winning public and congressional support for his policies, Reagan’s determination to ensure numerical equivalency made sound political sense.

The initial Soviet response to Reagan’s 1982 proposals was frosty. As Dobrynin informed Shultz, the Soviet Politburo believed that it was ‘hopeless’ to think a comprehensive arms limitation agreement could be negotiated with the current Reagan administration. Yet Reagan was not to be deterred and Schultz reported positively that in spite of Moscow’s outward hostility Soviet counterproposals were ‘roughly what might have been expected from them in SALT III, had SALT II been ratified – an offer of significant, but not deep, reductions linked to restrictions on US forces of chief concern to Moscow, cruise and theater (INF) missiles.’

Shultz, with the president’s full support, was set to embark on a serious yet realistically informed negotiation with Moscow. One major problem, however, was in getting the Kremlin to understand that Reagan was genuinely prepared to negotiate such an agreement. This was hardly helped by the president’s insistence on deploying INFs to Europe in the winter of 1983. Nor did his public rhetoric tempt the Soviet Union to the negotiating table. In March 1983 he would term the Soviet Union as an ‘evil empire.’ Perhaps more alarming from Moscow’s perspective was Reagan’s telling of the following story in the same ‘evil empire’ speech:

A number of years ago, I heard a young father, a very prominent young man in the entertainment world, addressing a tremendous gathering in California. It was during the time of the cold war, and communism and our own way of life were very much on people’s minds. And he was speaking to that subject. And suddenly, though, I heard him saying, “I love my little girls more than anything – ” And I said to myself, “Oh, no, don’t. You can’t – don’t say that.” But I had underestimated him. He went on: “I would rather see my little girls die now, still believing in God, than have them grow up under communism and one day die no longer believing in God.”

While Reagan’s immediate audience was the National Association of Evangelicals, with the speech covering a range of issues including his opposition to abortion, the president understood that his comments would be viewed internationally. Such rhetoric was hardly inductive in signalling to Moscow that the president was determined to enter into a serious arms limitation negotiation. Compounding difficulties further was the inter-agency in-fighting in Washington which the president seemed unable, or unwilling, to resolve.
After Shultz had been appointed as secretary of state in July 1982, a review of current US strategy towards the Soviet Union was undertaken. Shultz was keen to listen to advice from all perspectives as he invited former officials from the Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations to obtain their views on how best US strategy could go about moderating the international behaviour of the Soviet Union. Essentially, three countervailing views were articulated. First, there were those that advocated that Soviet action could only ‘be moderated by the break-up of the Soviet Union.’ Alternatively, there was the line of argument that the Soviet Union could be adequately moderated ‘by the right bargaining approach on issues that affect Soviet interests.’ Third, an argument was put forth which ‘emphasized the importance of blocking Soviet opportunities [that] assumed no fundamental moderation is possible.’

Shultz was minded towards the second option which advocated that Soviet moderation could be brought about by employing an American strategy that was predicated upon military strength and a willingness to bargain with the Soviet Union on matters of mutual interest. In a reversal of the Reagan administration’s position, Shultz wanted to put the issue of ‘human rights’ on the agenda of topics to discuss with the Soviet Union. At one level this was illustrative of the enduring influence of Carter’s legacy on US foreign policy. At another level, the rhetoric of human rights promotion was yet another device for the United States to exert international pressure, however marginal this may be, against the Soviet Union.

Yet regardless of how much the president may have wanted to press ahead with nuclear armament reduction talks, the response from Moscow remained muted. As the president was informed in November 1982, the Soviet negotiators were ‘stonewalling.’ Soviet tactics, in part explained by virtue of the leadership transition underway within the Kremlin brought about by Brezhnev’s death in November 1982, were frustrating the president’s ambitions to secure a serious strategic arms limitation agreement. If this was to be achieved prior to the 1984 re-election campaign, then something significant would have to change. As it materialized, Moscow’s unwillingness to negotiate, the president’s vitriolic rhetoric, coupled with Reagan’s inability to tame his own bureaucracy and to decide exactly what he was prepared to agree to with the Soviet Union, meant negotiations stalled. Progress on finding an arms control agreement would languish until Reagan’s second term. This was hardly illustrative of a fully developed grand plan.

The emergence of Reagan’s grand plan

By the beginning of 1983, Reagan’s foreign policy seemed to be in disarray. He was greeted by mass protesters on his visit to Berlin in the previous year while newspaper reports continually speculated on the bureaucratic inertia and infighting that marred the policy making process. In December 1982, the unemployment rate reached a peak of 10.8% and Reagan’s approval rating, mirroring the performance of Reaganomics, was recorded at its lowest ebb of 35% early in 1983. Nonetheless, the United States was beginning to see an economic recovery. Inflation reached a high of 3.9% in April that year, compared with a high of 8.4% in January 1982. Unemployment began to decline, measuring at 8.3% at the end of the year, (fortuitously dropping to 7.2% at the time of Reagan’s re-election in 1984). Reagan’s political messaging also had some impact as 1983 progressed, with 51% of Americans reporting in August that big government, Reagan’s bête noire, was the main challenge facing the country. Nonetheless, Reagan had to continue his hard-line rhetoric against Moscow given 55% of Americans approved a reduction in defence spending. Again then the interconnection between domestic and foreign policy concerns were evident.

It was in this political context that, despite failing to secure a meaningful strategic arms limitation agreement, a semblance of a grand plan was created. NSDD 75 articulated that: ‘US policy toward the Soviet Union will consist of three elements: external resistance to Soviet imperialism; internal pressure on the USSR to weaken the sources of Soviet imperialism; and
negotiations to eliminate, on the basis of strict reciprocity, outstanding disagreements.' Specifically, the United States would ‘contain and over time reverse Soviet expansionism by competing effectively on a sustained basis with the Soviet Union in all international arenas.’ More ambitiously the United States would seek to ‘promote … the process of change in the Soviet Union toward a more pluralistic political and economic system in which the power of the privileged ruling elite is gradually reduced.’ In the spirit of Nixonian triangular diplomacy, the plan also noted how the People’s Republic of China would need to ‘support US efforts to strengthen the world’s defense against Soviet expansionism.’

On arms control, the plan reflected Reagan’s rhetoric on the importance of such negotiations to be on American terms. As NSDD 75 spelled out ‘The US will enter into arms control negotiations when they serve US national security objectives. At the same time, US policy recognizes that arms control agreements are not an end in themselves but are, in combination with US and Allied efforts to maintain the military balance, an important means for enhancing national security and global stability.’ In spite of the new language this clearly represented continuity with the Nixon, Ford, and Carter administrations’ approach to strategic arms control. With that said, the language used in NSDD 75 underlined the sense that a grand plan had been developed. For instance, it discussed ‘Priorities in the US Approach’ and analysed the types of ‘Restraining Leverage’ that United States could exercise over the Soviet Union. Furthermore, US strategy would see a more targeted ‘use of limited US resources where they will have the greatest restraining impact on the Soviet Union’ along with the mobilisation of ‘the resources of Allies and friends which are willing to join the US in containing the expansion of Soviet power.’ Military strategy – namely a strong American military – was to act principally as a form of deterrence, i.e. to prevent Moscow’s leaders from ever using military force against the United States or its allies. Taken together, the plan called for ‘sustaining steady, long-term growth in US defense spending and capabilities – both nuclear and conventional’ for this was ‘the most important way of conveying to the Soviets US resolve and political staying power.’

It is also clear from NSDD 75 that Reagan consciously sought to avoid repeating what he believed to be President Nixon’s mistake in pursuing a grand strategy that a plurality of the American people neither understood or supported. It was therefore ‘essential that the American people understand and support US policy’ which would ‘require that official US statements and actions avoid generating unrealizable expectations for near-term progress in US-Soviet relations.’ Consequently Reagan updated the American people in January 1984, emphasising a holistic grand strategy for fighting the Cold War, one bringing together domestic economic success, military strength, and shared values in a battle of ideas between East and West. Importantly, the president was keen to stress that he remained committed to negotiations with Moscow especially with regards to limiting their respective nuclear arsenals.

NSDD 75 had clearly identified the Soviet Union as America’s principal adversary and outlined a grand plan for tackling the Soviet challenge. As Shultz would recall, ‘the US-Soviet superpower contest was undeniably the central concern of our foreign policy.’ NSDD 75 certainly supports such a recollection for this was a grand plan that framed all aspects of US foreign policy within the rubric of the US-Soviet relationship. It was also clear to Reagan’s allies that a plan was in place. For instance, before a visit to the United States shortly after Reagan’s re-election, Helmut Kohl (the new Chancellor of the Federal Republic of Germany) noted to Thatcher that ‘Reagan was obviously now ready and willing to take sensible steps towards the Soviet Union. The Soviet Union, for its part, seemed ready to respond.’ Reagan also benefitted from the approval of the American people, who offered a strong endorsement of his policies. His landslide re-election was bookended by an increase in the average approval rating in the first and second term – 50.3% and 55.3% respectively, with Reagan enjoying a 68% approval rating in May 1986, repeating the rating of May of 1981 which was taken a few months after the attempt on his life. Polling prior to the 1984 presidential election saw 18% of Americans ranking nuclear war as the number 1 challenge to the country and 74% of respondents believing that the direction of the country was
either ‘fairly well’ or ‘very well’. The president’s Cold War rhetoric and economic recovery had decidedly shaped American politics. Nevertheless, tensions continued among Reagan’s foreign policy team. Shultz complained to Reagan that he felt undermined by the NSC. Similarly, control of the NSC was a lighting rod for discontent: Baker’s wish to succeed Allen as national security adviser was met by what the president diarised as ‘division & resistance in certain quarters’. While Baker overcame this disappointment, Deaver was ‘pretty upset’ that he would not be able to take Baker’s place as White House chief-of-staff. Moreover, the president remained committed to cooperative policies with O’Neill, even remarking to Thatcher in December 1984 (after a wide-ranging discussion, including the importance of the Strategic Defence Initiative) that progress in the Anglo-Irish process about the ‘Troubles’ in Northern Ireland was important, and the Speaker had ‘sent him a personal letter, asking him to appeal to Mrs. Thatcher to be reasonable and forthcoming.

Reagan had a grand plan for the Cold War. While measuring the effectiveness of that plan, or indeed whether the president remained steadfast to the core outline of that plan, is beyond the purview of this article, it is clear that it had been developed and was influenced by a combination of competing factors. Importantly, the departure of Haig and appointment of Shultz as secretary of state allowed the administration to pause and reflect on its approach to the Soviet Union. Shultz was crucial in bringing NSDD 75 to life for he had the president’s trust and he was able to bring a degree of coherency to decision making that had been absent since the beginning of the Reagan presidency. Reagan’s stance on sanctions in 1981–82, coupled with his anti-Communist rhetoric, reinforced his Cold Warrior credentials and demonstrated that he was willing to anger allies at home and abroad in his mission to ensure that Marxist-Leninism would be added to the ash-heap of history. Still, Reagan’s grand plan was designed within the context of American domestic politics and hence why he deliberately sought to cultivate public opinion and manage competing domestic economic interests even if this did cause tremendous frustration to even his closest of allies. Reagan’s grand plan was heavily influenced by domestic political factors as much as it reflected the geostrategic environment confronting the United States. Of further interest were the continuities within NSDD 75 with previous US national security plans. For all of the efforts by the president to present his grand strategy in starkly different terms to that pursued by his Cold War presidential predecessors there remained enormous similarities.
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